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PREFACE

Many of the world's largest deposits of base and precious metal ores are located in metamorphic terranes. Deformation, metamorphism, and the accompanying fluid-flow regimes have tremendous capacity to both form and modify such deposits. Nevertheless, ideas regarding the relationships of specific deposits to metamorphic and deformational processes affecting their host rocks have varied over the years; once again, these relationships and associated concepts are being scrutinized and intensely questioned. It is, therefore, an appropriate time to review knowledge and beliefs pertaining to several aspects of these ores. Not only is such a review of academic interest (important and exciting as this may be), but also, a better understanding of the timing of mineralization relative to deformation, metamorphism, and regional and local fluid flow is essential to more effective exploration for, and exploitation of, these types of ore.

It has not been practical to cover all aspects of ores in metamorphic terranes in this volume. The individual papers are authoritative, being based on the original research of well-recognized experts in their respective fields, and in many cases they present new data. While a degree of balance has been sought, it is recognized that some important ore types and related processes lack consideration. This is undoubtedly the case for some nonsulfidic ore types, and with one exception, most nonmetallic mineral deposits in metamorphic terranes. Furthermore, contact metamorphic ores have received no attention because their ore-generating events are predominantly magmatic-hydrothermal (rather than regional metamorphic), and in any case, such ores would warrant a whole volume to do them justice.

The distinction between metamorphosed, metamorphic, and metamorphogenic mineral deposits is addressed, and the terms defined, in an introductory chapter by Vokes that also reviews the historical development of ideas on ores in metamorphic terranes. Aspects of this terminology have also been developed in several other papers (e.g., Marshall, Vokes, and Larocque; Marshall and Spry; and Heinrich, Andrew, and Knill). It is apparent that some see metamorphogenic as a subset of syntectonic-synmetamorphic, whereas others apply it to any deposit formed during metamorphism, irrespective of the nature of the transporting fluid.

The currently most contentious aspect of ores in metamorphic terranes is the distinction between metamorphosed-remobilized preexisting deposits and those thought to have been formed by metamorphic-deformational events. Marshall, Vokes, and Larocque review the possible roles of metamorphic remobilization in the upgrading of existing deposits and the formation of new ones, while Marshall and Spry thoroughly review the problem of metamorphosed versus metamorphogenic ores, present guidelines to aid in discriminating between these ores, and apply their guidelines to a range of major ore deposits.

The generation of metamorphic fluids, the magnitude and complexity of fluid-flow regimes, and the all-important role of these fluids in modifying existing ores and forming new ones are covered by Cartwright and Oliver. These authors are followed by Heinrich, Andrew, and Knill, who use mass-balance and metal-solubility arguments to constrain metamorphogenesis, before discussing the contributions of stable isotopes and other fluid tracers in studies of metamorphic ore formation. Marshall, Giles, and Hagemann close the section on fluids by focusing on the application of fluid-inclusion studies to determine the genesis and fluid history of metamorphosed-metamorphogenic deposits.

Exploring for and assessing ore deposits in metamorphic terranes are facilitated by the recognition of a range of lithologic-mineralogic guides that result from metamorphism of preexisting ores and their associated host rocks. These ore indicators have district-wide and more local significance for exploration. Spry reviews exploration guides provided by the mineralogical changes produced by sulfidation and oxidation processes in the vicinity of sulfide ores; Spry, Peter, and Slack evaluate the use of characteristic horizons of metamorphosed exhalites as guides to the presence of possible economic, exhalative ores.

The remaining five papers are devoted to aspects of a selected number of ore types found in metamorphic terranes. Two papers deal with the metamorphism of Ni-(Cu) ores of magmatic affiliation found in Precambrian rocks: Barnes and Hill review the metamorphism of komatiitic volcanic-hosted Ni ores in Archean terranes, and Mancini and Papunen consider Ni-Cu ores associated with Proterozoic mafic-ultramafic intrusions in the Fennoscandian shield. Höll and Eichhorn present a reassessment of the metamorphic development of the Felbertal scheelite deposits in the central Alps of Austria. Evidence for the metamorphic (synmetamorphic) origin of important Au deposits in high-grade metamorphic terranes in the Archean Yilgarn craton of Australia is discussed by Ridley, Groves, and Knight. The final paper, by Griffin, O’Reilly, and Davies, deals with the possibility of subduction-related diamond deposits, this being the only nonmetallic ore type considered in the volume.

Throughout the volume, the spelling “terrane” has been used, regardless of whether it relates to, for example, a region of high-grade metamorphism or a geotectonic entity. Where the use is not obvious from the context, clarification is provided by way of a footnote.

Reviews in Economic Geology volumes have in the past, with one exception, been produced in connection with a Society of Economic Geologists Short Course devoted to the theme of each volume. This is not the case with the present volume, principally because of the difficulty in bringing together such a widely distributed set of authors. We nevertheless hope that the volume will provide an up-to-date and relatively comprehensive coverage of the relationships between metamorphism-deformation and fluid flow, and the formation and modification of metallic mineral deposits.

Frank M. Vokes
Brian Marshall
Paul G. Spry
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